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I just picked up a TS mini to create more space on my board. I noticed the mini's current draw (18mA) is over twice that of either the full sized TS808 or the TS-9 (8 mA). Any ideas why that would be the case? Platinum Supporting Member Maybe the slightly brighter LED draws more power. Reactions: ToobNoob It also has to power its built-in 5g
mind reading tracker and transmitter to report your thoughts to the lizard overlords. That thing draws about 10 mA, so 18 total sounds just right. That's an interesting one. There's no way the LED could account for that much extra current (10mA). Obviously, the mini is not a direct clone of the original. Is that the actual current requirements, or just
what the owners manual / specs say? Often, those numbers are over stated, and not that accurate. Is that the actual current requirements, or just what the owners manual / specs say? Often, those numbers are over stated, and not that accurate. I got the 18mA spec for the TS Mini, as well as the 8mA spec for the TS808 and TS-9 from the
documentation listed on the Ibanez website and the owner's manual. Not sure why they would overestimate the current draw of the mini, but not the full-sized pedals, but I guess it is possible? I use one of these. It's common for the actual mA reading to be different ( usually lower) than what the manual states. Reactions: monty OWNER'S MANUAL /
取扱説明書 / BEDIENUNGSANLEITUNG / MANUEL DE L'UTILISATEUR / MANUAL DEL USUARIO / LIBRETTO DI ISTRUZIONI CAUTION / 注意事項 / HINWEISE / PRÉCAUTION / PRECAUCIONES / PRECAUZIONI • When using external power source, we recommend you use Ibanez AC adaptor AC509. • Do not remove the screws on bottom. • ACアダ
プターを使用する時は、故障を防止するために専用の IBANEZAC509をご使用ください。 • 底部のねじを外さないでください。 • Wenn Sie ein Netzgerät verwenden möchten, bitte ausschließlich das Netzgerät IBANEZ AC509 verwenden, um eventuelle Beschädigungen zu vermeiden. • Die Schrauben an der Unterseite nicht entfernen. • Pour l'utilisation d'un
transfo externe, nous vous recommandons l'Ibanez AC509. • Ne pas retirer la vis au bas de la pédale. • Para el uso de una fuente de alimentación externa recomendamos el adaptador IBANEZ AC509. • No quite los tornillos de la parte inferior. • In caso di utilizzo di un alimentatore esterno si raccomanda l'impiego dell'adattatore Ibanez AC509. • Non
togliere le viti sul fondo. 機器を安全にご使用いただくため、ご使用前にこの取扱説明書を必ず お読みください。そのあとは大切に保管し、必要になったときにお読みく ださい。 安全上のご注意 機器を正しくご使用いただくために、必ずお守りいただくことを次のように 区分して説明しています。 ■ 表示内容を無視して誤った使い方をしたときに生じる危害や損害の 程度を次の表示で区分して
説明しています。 この表示の欄は、「人が死亡または重傷などを負う可能性 警告 が想定される」内容を示しています。 この表示の欄は、「傷害を負う可能性または物的損害が発 注意 生する可能性が想定される」内容を示しています。 お守りいただく内容の種類を、次の絵表示で区分して説明していま ■ す。 ......この絵表示は、必ず実行していただく「強制」の内容を示しています。 ......この絵
表示は、してはいけない「禁止」の内容を示しています。 .........この絵表示は、気をつけていただきたい「注意喚起」の内容を示しています。 ケースを絶対に開けないでください • 機器の裏ぶたやカバーを開けたり、改造しないでください。 異常のときは機器の使用を中止してください • 煙が出たり、変な臭いや音がする場合、機器の使用を中止して ください。 • 直ちにコンセントからACアダプ
ターを抜いてください。 放熱にご注意 • ACアダプターを布や布団等で覆ったり、つつんだりしないでください。 《熱がこもり、ケースの変形や火災の危険があります。》 指定以外のACアダプターを使わない • 必ず指定のAC100ボルト用のACアダプターをご使用ください。 《指定以外 のACアダプターを使用すると火災、感電の原因にな ることがあります。》 電源プラグの抜き差しは正しく •
濡れた手でACアダプターを抜き差ししないでください。 《感電の危険があります。》 • コンセントから抜くときは、必ずACアダプター本体を持って抜いてください。 《コードの部分を引っ張ると、コードが傷つき、火災や感電の原因 になることがあります。》 水、湿気、ほこり、高温は禁物 • 風呂場や屋外など水のかかる所、湿度が高いところ、ほこりの多 い所、温度の高い所では保管や使用
をしないでください。 《火災や感電の原因になることがあります。》 長期間使用しないときは • 長期間機器を使用しないときは、安全のため、必ずACアダプタ ーをコンセントから抜いてください。 《火災の原因になることがあります。》 音量調節は適度に • 大音量で長時間の使用はしないでください。 《難聴などの原因になることがあります。》 This equipment fully conforms to the
protection requirements of the following EC Council Directives. 2014/30/EU : Electromagnetic Compatibility PRODUCER : HOSHINO GAKKI CO.,LTD. No.22, 3-Chome, Shumoku-Cho, Higashi-Ku, Nagoya, Aichi, Japan CE EU REPRESENTATIVE : HOSHINO BENELUX B.V. J.N. Wagenaarweg 9, 1422 AK Uithoorn, Netherlands 必ずお守りください 警告 注
意 Please feel free to use info from this web site on ebay or other websites, but please give credit to analogman.com, thanks! An Ibanez Tube Screamer is an overdrive/distortion pedal that is mild compared to many, but allows the true sound of the guitar and player's technique to come through. The most popular use of a tube screamer is to push a
tube amp to make it overdrive more, but they sound good through almost anything. If you are a geek like we are, check out this awesome article Tube Screamerï¿½ï¿½s Secret for some cool info about why the tube screamer circuit sounds so good. TS-808 The first Tube Screamer was the green TS-808 overdrive pro in the late '70s. It was preceded by
the Orange "Overdrive" and green "Overdrive-II" which came in narrower boxes without the battery cover, and the reddish "Overdrive-II" which had a box very similar to the TS-808. The lighter green OD-855 Overdrive-II is also in the TS-808 style box and has a circuit which is similar to the 808 - the board part numbers only differ by one digit. The
overdrive and OD-II had a different, much more distorted, fuzzy circuit close to a Big Muff. The TS-808 and its generation have small square metal on/off touch-buttons. Almost all TS-808's sound great. There were some TS-808s made in the 1979 period, mostly for other than USA markets, that came in a narrower box. These have a bottom plate that
unscrews to change the battery like an MXR pedal, no plastic battery cover. This narrow TS-808 had a different circuit. It uses two 1458 chips which are the 1st version of the low-tech dual op-amp. Also the LEVEL knob on these is labeled BALANCE and the external 9V power jack is on the side next to the input jack. It used the same case as the
earlier OVERDRIVE and OVERDRIVE-II pedals which used stomp switches. These had a circuit board labeled OD-801. This board can also be found in some old Maxon OD-808 OVERDRIVE pedals which had a TS808 style switch and a power jack on the side (not to be confused with the 2000-era Maxon OD808). Ibanez reissued the narrow TS-808 as
the "35th Anniversary TS-808" in 2014. It is a very accurate reissue except they used JRC4558D chips instead of the 1458 chips. We have a mod to make these the same as the originals. Early TS-808's have the Ibanez (R) "trademark" logo which some people seek. There is really no difference, although some of these have a Malaysian Texas
Instruments RC4558P chip instead of the normal Japanese JRC4558 chip. A rare chip used was the TL4558P chip, as used in some early 8-pin IC chip Boss OD-1 pedals. This is also Jim Weider's favorite chip in the King Of Tone pedal. Some of the early TS-808s also have a nut holding the power adaptor jack on, while later ones have no nut and a flush
adaptor jack. It is not unusual for a TS-808 to have an undercoat of a different color (which can be seen in the ever-present corner chips). Tube Screamer Family Photo Here are some Ibanez pedals. The TS808s are seen in the middle. You can see one of the Narrow Euro TS-808 pedals, it's the leftmost of the TS-808s. The top row center 4 knob pedals
are the ST9 Super Tube Screamers. At the top left are a pair of TS-10 pedals. The bottom left are SD9 Sonic Distortions. The bottom right is the original orange Ibanez Overdrive, with the slightly later OVERDRIVE-II on it's left, with the last version OVERDRIVE-II one more to the left. Click here for some more pictures of our batch of TS-808s and
other rare Ibanez pedals from the tube screamer family. Also a new TS9 that we made into a RELIC. Original TS-808 data The following list are some of the serial numbers and features of TS-808 pedals I have had in the shop or friends' pedals. (R) means the trademark after Ibanez on the top of the pedal. 104322?(R) JRC4558D 1980, 80/15th week
caps, nut on power jack 104501 (R) JRC4558P 1980, 80/20th week caps, nut on power jack 107140 (R) JRC4558D from 1980, 1980/24th week on caps, nut on power jack 111179 (R) jRC4558D 1980, from SRV/Cesar Diaz, nut on power jack 111642 (R) JRC4558D 1980 nut on power jack 112198 (R) JRC4558D 1980, nut on power jack 2SK121 FETS
112862 (R) RC4558P Malaysia 1980/31st week, nut on power jack 116118 (R) RC4558P Malaysia, nut on power jack 116198 (R) RC4558P Malay '80/31, nut on dc jack, SK121 FETS, Meaty tone, Phil Caivano's 120229 (R) 120274 (R) RC4558P 1980/35th week, power jack nut 120407 (R) 122540 9r) JRC4558D 0378, power jack nut 122858 (R) 126469
(R) RC4558P 126648 (R) 126893 (R) RC4558P chip J044 on chip, late 1980? no nut on power jack 127460 (R) JRC4558D 1980 chip 131544 (R) RC4558P Malaysia 1980/40th week, no power jack nut 131542 (?) no power jack nut, 2SK44 131630 (R) RC4558P malaysia chip 1980/35th week, 2SK44 131661 (R) 139080 (R) no nut on the power jack 4558D
JRC 1150 139290 (R) no nut on power jack, JRC4558D 0727 chip made in 1980 139329 (R) 139659 no nut on jack, Texas inst Malaysia chip 139767 TI RC4558P 144650 TL4558P 1981? 144990 no (R) 145??? (R) "NEC C4558C P0918E" chip, uncommon chip 145570 (R) TL4558P chip by Texas Instruments, 1981 146264 (R) is OD-855 in TS808 shell
151853 (R) JRC4558D no nut on power jack. 151870 (R) (orig#?) 1981 JRC4558D 152048 (R) 153125 no (R) 154114 no (R) JRC4558D 157788 no (R) 158135 (R)'81 JRC4558D 162972 JRC4558D killer tone 163311 no (R) JRC4558D, 1981 chip 164337 no (R) JRC4558D, no power jack nut, 1981 chip and caps 170002 no (R) '81 JRC4558D chip, no power
jack nut 175729 no (R) JRC4558D chip, no power jack nut 177390 no (R) '81 JRC4558D, no power jack nut 178490 no (R) 181298 no (R) or nut, 1981 JRC4558D 1444 2SK44 FETS 149111 - late 1981 TS9, with JRC2043DD chip. 197833 - Early TS9 from 1981. As you can see, the JRC chip was used throughout the life of the TS-808 and the TL4558P was
used sometimes. In AB tests, there is VERY little difference between the three chips, although the JRC gives the strongest CLASSIC tube screamer sound- the sweet vocal midrange. The Malaysian RC4558P chip was probably used to save some money as they were cheaper than a Japanese made JRC chip. We would be glad to use the RC chip in your
mod if you would like. They have a little bit more grit which some people might like. The early TS808 used a circuit board marked MP-D01201A, then in late 1980 or so they changed to the MP-D01201B board. SRV used the TS-808 for his trademark juicy strat tone. When he used smaller Fender amps that had natural overdrive, he used the TS set
clean (low drive setting) with the level up high to push the amp for more distortion (see my CLEAN BOOST info below). When he played through big clean amps he turned the drive up more, about 1/2 way, with tone on about 3 and level about 7 to get the distortion from the TS. TS9 Around 1982 until 1985 the Ibanez pedals were repackaged and the
9-series of effects were made. The most popular was the TS-9 tube screamer, which is almost the same as the TS-808 internally. Externally the on/off switch grew to fill about 1/3 of the effect. The main change in the TS-9 circuit is in the output section. This caused the tube screamer to be a bit brighter and less "smooth". The Edge from U2 uses a TS9
for most of his overdrive tones, as do countless other famous rock and blues players. In later years the TS-9s were put together with other op-amp chips, instead of the JRC-4558 which is called for in the schematics. Some of these sound BAD, especially the JRC 2043DD chips. Many used the Toshiba TA75558 which was continued on the reissue. If you
have an original TS9 with the 2043 chip, our 808 mods will make a huge difference in tone. STL and TS10 After the 9 series was discontinued, the MASTER or L series pedals were made, without a tube screamer in the lineup. This series was only made in about 1985. They did include the SUPER TUBE model STL, which is like a 4 knob tube screamer.
It is similar to the rare and valuable ST-9 Super Tube Screamer which seems to have been sold only in Europe. These are like a Tube Screamer with an added MIDS control, which is before clipping on the ST-9 and after the clipping stage in the STL. Then in about 1986 the similarly made POWER SERIES or 10 series appeared, including the TS-10
tube screamer. Compared to a TS-808, a TS-10 has about 3 times more circuit changes than the TS-9 had. From about 1988 through 89 when the 10 series ended, some TS-10 pedals were made in Taiwan, using an MC4558 chip. All TS-10s (and other L and 10 series pedals) used cheap jacks and pots which were mounted to the boards instead of the
cases, so they often break or fall apart and cannot be fixed like a hand-made pedal (ts9 and ts808 are all handmade, hand wired parts). There is also a ribbon cable inside which attaches the pot board to the main board. The plastic TS-5 "Soundtank" followed the TS-10 and was available until about 1999 when the TS7 "TONE LOK" series came out. The
TS-5 circuit is very similar to the TS-9 but made in Taiwan by DAPHON with cheaper, smaller components. Also, the box is plastic so there may be more noise than a shielded metal TS-808 or TS-9 box. Some people are happy with these but most prefer the older ones. In about 1993, Ibanez started to make the TS-9 again due to popular demand. This
"reissue" is just about identical to the last "original" TS-9s in sound, circuitry, and appearance. They even used the old manual dated 1981 to confuse us more! The IC chip they use in the reissue is the same as some later original TS-9s, the Toshiba TA75558. They are a higher tech chip that will work good in higher tech equipment (where you want a
low noise op amp) but are not the best for a tube screamer. If you want some of these chips I have several thousand slightly used ones! ;-) In about June of '96 the reissue TS-9 was changed slightly, and finally can be told from an "original" TS-9 easily. There is a "CE" symbol on the back, which is required for selling electronics in Europe. Also a
capacitor was added to the back of the board (the only component ever used on the back of a tube screamer board). This is to help with the switching circuit and should not affect the sound. The extra capacitor is no longer used, now they changed the value of C113 from 102 to 103 (10,000pF). C113 is between the wires labeled 3 and 4 on the back of
the board. If you have a 102 you can change it to 103 to improve switching (switching is the one thing about TS-9s that sucks!). I think the new TS-9 sounds the same as the earlier reissues and last originals. In late 2002 the largest change to the TS9 ever took place. Maxon (actually Nisshin Onpa, the manufacturer or Maxon pedals) is no longer
making the TS9 and TS9DX pedals for Ibanez. Ibanez is now having another company make them. The new TS9s are now easy to distinguish. The new circuit board is of slightly cheaper construction, and no longer says MAXON, now it says Ibanez. You will also see IBANEZ cast into the case if you pull back the foam a bit near the battery, the older
ones said MAXON there. The battery covers also have IBANEZ on them instead of Maxon. The battery covers had never been changed since the original TS-808. The input jacks on the late 2002 models were terrible and tended to jam, with the plug stuck in tight. In 2003 they made them a little better. Otherwise they are about the same as the Maxon
made TS9 pedals and seem to sound the same. But the boards are more fragile, so extreme care needs to be taken when modifying them. But they should be fine, we have not had many problems with these, and the switches seem better than before. In Europe, they brought back the JRC4558D chip sometime later, possibly due to RoHS laws (leaded
parts or solder are not legal in Europe) but as of 2011 they are not using the JRC chip consistently in the TS9 pedals sent to the USA. They did seem to start using them in the USA more recently. TS9 originals VS reissues Here are the bottoms of the four different TS9s. On the right is an original with black label, easy to tell and date, if 1st digit is a 1,
that would mean 1981 (a VERY early TS9!). These usually have the JRC4558D chip, or sometimes the lousy JRC2043D chip. Second on the right is an original silver label TS9. The 1st digit is a 3 meaning 1983, you will see a lot of these with a 4 for 1984. These can have the earlier chips or sometimes the TA75558 chip as used in the reissues. These
are almost impossible to tell from the 1st reissue TS9. But the Reissue TS9 will usually not have a serial # starting with 3 or 4. I have reissues with a 206XXX and 207XXX number here with a capacitor made in 1990, maybe a very early reissue from 1992. These have silver labels, an original from 1982 would probably have had a black label. I also see
a lot of TS9s with serial # starting with 1 with a silver label. These are all reissues as a 1981 would be a TS808 or a very early TS9 with a black label. However I have seen a 1983 TS9 with serial number 299866 with a silver label. It has the JRC4558D chip and capacitors with 1983 date codes and resistors coated in green. So if the first digit is 2 and
the label is silver you will have to open it up to date it. I have also seen a 1982 Ts9 (chip, caps dated 1982 and green resistors) with the serial number 288379 and a silver label. Also a late 1982 (8250 caps, 2474 chip) serial # 205442 with silver label and green resistors. If it's a silver label, it's hard to figure out if it's original unless the serial number
starts with 3 or 4. if not, and the resistors are not green coated, or it's not an original JRC chip (see below and the TS808 TV mod for pictures of the chips) then it's probably no more valuable than a reissue (if it is in fact an original). Yes this is confusing... you can also try to find date codes on the metal can capacitors. You may find 8302 which means
1983, etc. See below for more on dating the capacitors. Third from the right is a 2nd version reissue, with the CE symbol. All TS9s with the CE are reissues. It still uses the original MAXON circuit board and MAXON on the battery cover. The reissues all have the TA75558 chip. Note the box has bar code info, this will not be found on the original
boxes. On the left is the latest 2002+ reissue, with the IBANEZ board and IBANEZ on the battery cover. Ts9 circuit parts You can tell an early TS9 by the green coated resistors inside. But I have a 1980 TS808 that has mostly tan coated resistors and a few green ones so they were not consistent. Some late originals used the brown coated resistors
also, so check the date codes on the electrolytic can capacitors. Usually the first two digits are the year, as in the pictures below : A8350 = 1983, 50th week (original TS9, with the TA75558P chip which was used in some later originals and all reissues, with green resistors which were only found on originals). The other picture is a reissue TS9 with
date codes A9625 = 1996, 25th week and brown resistors as used on very late originals and all reissue TS9 pedals. Also you can tell the original JRC chips as they are shiny and dark, while the new chips are dull and a bit grey looking. Reissue TS9 board below: TS-808 reissue In early 2004 Ibanez finally reissued the TS-808 pedal due to popular
demand. It looks fine except the color seems a bit off. The reissue TS-808 uses the new 2002+ TS9 reissue board, made by Ibanez, not the older, slightly better quality MAXON board like the original TS808 and pre-2002 TS9. It does have the correct JRC4558D op amp and output resistors, so it sounds better than the TS9 reissue, similar to our
CLASSIC TS9/808 mod. We have a cool mojo mod using NOS parts for the TS-808 reissue and also offer our SILVER mod on it. See my tube screamer page for more info. TS9DX Turbo In late summer of 1998 the TS9DX Turbo Tube Screamer was made available for those who want more volume, distortion, and low end. It is the same as the TS9 but
has an added knob which has four MODE positions. Each position adds low end, increases volume, and actually decreases distortion. The 1st mode is the same as a TS9, the 2nd is not too bad but the 3rd and 4th are too much. Starting in late 2002 we have offered MODE MODS to make all four modes more useable See our TS9DX page for more info
on this pedal. This pedal is AWESOME on BASS GUITAR as well as guitar. TS7 Tone Lok The latest new tube screamer was made available about early 2000, the TS7 TONE-LOK pedal. It is made in Taiwan like the TS5 but in a metal case that should stand up better. There are several circuit boards inside, they seem to be generic and several different
effects can be built using the same boards (they are mostly empty boards!). These have a HOT mode switch for extra distortion and volume, which is quite useable. The HOT mode still works after the mod, and gets a similar improvement to the tone (less harsh, smoother, but still has lots of drive). Most TS7 pedals come with the correct JRC4558D
chip, so we usually don't have to change the chip in our TS7 mods. The TS7 is a lot cheaper than a TS9 but I don't think they will hold up as well to severe use. They are not hand made/hand wired like a TS9 or TS808. All the boards, connectors, and cables inside add a lot of complexity and there are many things to break. Also the tiny micro switches
seem to be failing and we do not carry replacements. TS808HW Hand-wired This pedal is the highest-end Tube Screamer ever made, to get part of the boutique market. It does not use a circuit board, instead parts are hand soldered onto a strip board like some old fuzz pedals, our Beano Boost, and many prototypes. The parts are about the same as a
normal TS808 except I noticed they used our King Of Tone clipping diodes, which makes them a little louder and less compressed. They also have true bypass and come in a cool box. We can do our silver or TV mod on these but can't change the chip. However they use a "select" JRC4558D chip which should be fine. Maxon Pedals We have worked on
the Maxon OD-808 and now offer our 808/SILVER mod for it. The Maxon OD-808 is actually a TS-10 circuit (uses TS9/TS10 output section) so it takes some serious work. The circuit boards are a little fragile, like the 2003+ TS9s, so we have to be very careful so as not to damage them. We also include TRUE BYPASS on these mods because Maxon
uses a normal size stomp switch which we can easily change to a 3PDT switch for true bypass. So if you are a stickler for true bypass, the Maxon OD-808/Silver may be the pedal for you. The OD808 is not as well made as a TS9 though, the pots are really cheap and break easily and cannot be replaced with a normal pot like a TS9. So the OD808 is only
recommended for pedalboard use when it won't be moved or stepped on much due to the cheaper construction. Maxon OD-9 mods The Maxon OD-9 was released in the summer of 2002. It is a TS9 with the correct JRC4558D chip and originally had a DPDT switch replacing the FET switching. It had "normal" bypass like an old 70s pedal but did not
really suck any tone when OFF. Later ones have a 4pdt switch for true bypass and LED switching. Since it is an exact TS9 circuit, we offer the same mods on the OD-9 as the TS9, either the CLASSIC or the SILVER mod, along with KWS option. These are hand-made with normal hand-wired parts (pots, jacks, etc) like the TS9 so we can keep them
running forever. Tube Screamer Questions and Answers Can you make my Tube Screamer true bypass?? In order to make an Ibanez, Boss or other electronically- switched pedal true bypass, we need to drill a hole on top and mount a standard round metal stomp switch. On the TS9 there is already a small hole under the plaque on top, and there is just
enough room inside the pedal for a switch. We also need to hot-wire the circuit so it is always ON. We do offer true bypass mods on the TS9 and TS808. If you already have a TS9 or TS808, and have too many buffered pedals on your board, then the true bypass mod could be a good idea. If you don't already have a tube screamer, and want true bypass,
the Maxon OD9 is the obvious choice and will work out cheaper too with our 808 classic or silver mods. The TS808HW Hand Wired has true bypass also, but is quite expensive. Another solution would be to use a TRUE BYPASS box, which is a small box with IN, OUT, SEND, and RETURN jacks, and a switch. When OFF, the signal goes direct from the
IN to the OUT jack. When ON, the signal goes through the SEND/RETURN effects loop (and the pedal that you have in that loop). These are handy for having around, you can even use it as an AB box in a bind. It is even possible to build multiple true bypass boxes with multiple loops/switches. See our switchbox page for many examples. I tested a TS9
in my TRUE BYPASS BOX to see if the TS9 was effecting the tone when it was OFF. There was a small loss in very high frequencies, but the sound was excellent and actually can be better when using very bright amps like my Deluxe Reverb. Using a Tube Screamer for CLEAN BOOST mode Another use, which works best with a TS-808 or my TS-808
mod is a clean boost. Turn the gain (top left) knob almost all the way down (maybe on 1) and turn the tone (middle) knob down almost all the way too, and crank up the output volume (top right) to the desired boost level. This can boost a tube amp with nice smooth tone and very little pedal distortion (makes more tube distortion). Capacitors (low end)
and Drive mods Do you change the capacitors or other components in your mod? Our CLASSIC 808 mod does not change the capacitor values, it uses the exact same values as an original TS-808. Anyone can find information online on changing various capacitors in a tube screamer to add low end. I have tried every mod I have seen online and many
more that I came up with, and none of the simple capacitor changes sound quite right. They lose the sweet tone which is the reason to use a tube screamer, though it will sound good in a bedroom it may get very muddy on stage or recording with a band. These easy capacitor mods boost the low end like in the TS9DX modes, so it tends to get muddy.
When we sell the DX we recommend our MODE MODS on the DX, which changes the deepest mode to about the same amount of low end as the 2nd mode on the stock DX. We also do not increase the DRIVE, as this does not sound right on a tube screamer. If you need more drive, it is better to use another pedal either seperately or along with the
tube screamer. Or many people use two tube screamers in a row, Trey from Phish and Kenny Wayne Shepherd are some of our more famous customers who use them this way. If you really need a little more low end we can add it at no charge, using the common boutique TS capacitor value, just put a note on your mod form that you want a little more
low end along with one of our 808 mods, no extra charge. Beat Tube screamer page Check out our BEAT TUBE SCREAMER page for some nasty looking pedals that still sound killer! Do you have one even more beat up that you still use? Other pages of interest Please see our TS9DX PAGE for more info on modified TS9DX/808 pedals. Please see our
BOSS PAGE for more info on modified Boss pedals. Keep on Screamin! mike aNaLoG.MaN Return to the aNaLoG.MaN Tube Screamer page or the aNaLoG.MaN main page
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